
A remote distribution and 
management solution 
designed to deliver 
performance improvements 
and cost-savings to your 
multi-vendor ATM portfolio

Asset Manager Lite™

Additional Features

Asset Manager Lite™ is certified 
on Windows 7® and currently in 
production on the following 
devices:  NCR AANDC™, NCR 
Edge™, Diebold Agilis™, and 
Hyosung MoneyPass II™.

File Transfer Optimization with 
such concepts as “throttling” 
“chunking” and “payload-splitting” for 
network bandwidth management and 
“traffic shaping.”

Control and Audit the ATM bound 
activities from a Web User Interface 
with ability to Halt, Retry, and Revert 
remote jobs.

Use the Visual Alerts captured 
from Event and Error Logs on the 
ATM to take proactive steps on 
maintaining your hardware & 
software infrastructure and 
troubleshoot problems. 

Export data into variety of formats 
such as XLS and PDF.

ALL TEKchand applications are 
designed for PCI Compliance

Capture, build, store and easily access ATM asset information on hardware configurations, 
O/S, application versions, and patch history.

Securely deploy large-scale O/S and Application level patches using TEKchand’s state of 
the art distribution engine.

Remotely reboot ATMs in real-time using our system reboot or vendor specific safe reboots

Setup up event based or regularly scheduled remote file upload jobs for Check Images, 
Error Logs, and more.

Remote Desktop capabilities for secure login and “virtual view and control” for 
administration and management of any windows device.

Key Features

For more information about Asset Manager Lite or the ATMLive Manager Platform, 
contact TEKchand LLC, at sales@tekchand.com or call 1-888-512-0462
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ASSET MANAGER LITE ™ APPLICATION
Everything You Need For Remote Device Management in a Single Solution  

We recognize that developing new revenue opportunities in the ATM channel 
is an urgent need for many financial insitutions. However, operating your ATM 
portoflio efficiently and economically is equally important, and with our 
comprehensive remote management solution, Asset Manager Lite™ (AML), 
TEKchand proves once again it is your single source for value-added ATM 
solutions. AML understands the nuances of the ATM operating environment 
and the complex ATM vendor specific requirements. Most importantly, AML 
helps you boost the efficiency of your ATM Operations with a complete toolset 
for Asset Inventory Management, Software Distribution, Remote Device and 
Desktop Control.

EXPAND YOUR RETAIL ATM DISTRIBUTION WITHOUT HESITATION 

AML is especially valuable for financial institutions that are expanding their 
presence in the retail channel, which is a different operational challenge than 
branch-based ATM placements. With so many different ATM manufacturer 
options for off-premise, the flexibility to choose affordable hardware and 
reduce on-site maintenance costs without loss of control or continuity requires 
an agile yet robust remote management tool.  AML delivers a feature rich 
application in a light weight design that simplifies off-premise deployment 
management.

Remote Management for ATM Operations


